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Waikiti Hut (near Haupiri) trip mid June

The  CHRISTCHURCH  TRAMPING  CLUB
has members of all ages, and runs tramping
trips  every  weekend,  ranging  from  easy
(minimal experience required) to hard (high
fitness  and  experience  required).  We  also
organise  instructional  courses  and  hold
weekly social meetings. We have a club hut
in Arthurs Pass and have gear available for
hire to members. Membership rates per year
are $45 member, $65 couple, $20 junior or
associate, plus $15 for members who opt to
obtain a paper newsletter. 

For more about how the club operates, see
the last two pages. 

News

The 2021 Loo Loo of the Year Award Winner

It is time. Yes, time to announce who, by popular vote, has been deemed the 2021 Loo
Loo of the Year Award winner. 

There were some strong contenders and some tense voting moments,  but  it  was our
President,  John  West’s  last  minute,  on-a-whim  nomination  of  GORT  STEPHAN  that
wowed the majority. 

Gort was nominated for "an abundance of antediluvian gear resulting in a heinously heavy
pack." 

We have nothing against people lugging their grandfather’s gear up mountainsides if they
really want to, but what really appealed to the voters was that all this much-cherished,
aged gear was topped off with an electric toothbrush. 

Gort put his struggles on the tramp in question (an epic eight day wilderness expedition)
down to "overheating." However, when the party got to a tricky bit and had to take off their
packs to lower them down a drop, John helpfully went to pick up Gort’s pack but couldn’t. It
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was after this that some polite enquiries were made of the contents of the pack. 

There is evidence that some local outdoor gear stores substantially benefited from a visit
from Gort within a matter of days of his return to Christchurch, for on his next trip, to the
Gardens of Eden, he was seen to float up the mountain, such was the lightness of his
pack. 

Thank you to John West for availing us of a very entertaining off-the-cuff tale on the night,
and to Gort for being a good sport about it! Your name will  join eminent others on the
trophy, to be displayed at the Club hut in Arthurs Pass. 

Calendar of trips and Social Events
Trips: Unless otherwise stated, club trips depart either from 'Z' Carlton Corner Service
Station (formerly Shell) at 1 Papanui Road (next to Liquor Land and opposite Derby Street)
or from 'Z' Russley (formerly Caltex) on the corner of Russley Road and Yaldhurst Rd.  If
the departure point is not specified in the trip schedule, you may assume it's 'Z' Carlton.
Day trips usually depart at 8 am on Saturday or Sunday. Weekend trips may leave on
either Friday evening or Saturday morning. 

New or prospective members intending to go on any trip must sign up at club night or
contact the trip leader in advance.

Social: We meet on Wednesdays 7:30 pm at the CMLC (Canterbury Mineral & Lapidary
Club) building at 110 Waltham Road, Waltham. This new building, beside and on the south
side  of  Waltham  School,  is  about  100m  south  of  the  Brougham  St/Waltham  Rd
intersection. Waltham Road is the southern extension of Barbadoes Street. A variety of
social functions are organised, the atmosphere is informal, and tea and biscuits served.  If
you can give a presentation or have ideas, please phone Kate Taylor 0273265497 or email
katet5003@gmail.com  Please note that formalities start at 7:50 pm sharp, and if there is
a guest speaker, he/she will start at 8 pm sharp.

Our Club Hut: In the Arthur’s Pass township, with all the comforts of home including real
showers and inside flushing loos (BYO toilet paper!), but with the mountains at the back
door. A great place for a few days away; take your usual gear and a pillowcase. Please
book and pay before leaving town; the club bank account number is 38-9017-0279838-00
(Kiwibank/Christchurch Tramping Club). Include your name and the words "hut fees" in the
particulars/code/reference fields. Phone Donald Carnielo 338-9865 for booking and key
code; or if he’s away, Chris McGimpsey 027 6573070; or if they’re both away, Rex Vink
3525329. Hut fees are $15 member, $15 member's partner,  $25 non-member, $5 kids
under  12.  If  you  find  any  problems  or  maintenance  required,  please  contact  the  hut
convenor, Donald Carnielo.
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Equipment Hire:  The Club has a range of
equipment  for  hire.  The  Gear  Custodian  is
Barney  Stephenson,  ph.  027  358  3281  .
Note:  club  gear  assigned  to  you  is  your
responsibility;  please take care of it.  Please
put tents inside your pack. Tents attached to
the  outside  of  your  pack  can  be  easily
punctured when bush bashing or even lost.
This  may result  in  serious  damage to  your
bank account! Please air and dry tents after
taking  them on  a  trip  even  if  they  are  not
used,  and  report  any  damage  to  the  gear
custodian.

Rates for Gear Hire:

Tent $3/person/night

Ice axes, crampons $4 per item per
weekend

Harnesses, snow shovel $4 per weekend

Large/small weekend 
packs

$2 per weekend

Helmets Free

Personal locator beacons Free

Saturday 7 August 
Departure point: Z Papanui

Leader: Michael Newlove 021-1685716
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Tiromoana Bush (east of Waipara): 

This easy trip follows a walkway to the east of the Kate Valley
Landfill and features farmland vistas, regenerating bush, wetlands
and a remote beach. The track loops around from the Mt Cass
Road and down to a beach - Mackintosh Bay, then up to Ella Peak
(346m). On the way, go to a lookout from where there are great
coastal views. ( Tiromoana means "view of the sea" ) Return via
the Ella Ponds Wetlands and back to the Mt Cass Road.

Grade: Easy+

Closes: 6 Aug 2021

Map: BV24 
Waipara 

Approx: $15

Wednesday 11 August Social

Cheley Colorado Camps - Backpacking in the Rockies, summer camp-style: 

For one hundred years, four generations of the Cheley family have been running one of
America’s oldest high adventure summer camps, first on the shores of Bear Lake right in
Rocky Mountain National Park, and now located on an expansive property nearby. 

Mary Ogburn worked at Cheley in 2005 and 2007 and will revisit this former life to share
trail photos from her job as Backpacking Counselor. The slideshow will give a glimpse
into a full summer of tramping and peak climbs in both Rocky Mountain National Park
and the nearby Indian Peaks Wilderness, with lots of 12-14-year-old girls in tow. 

To  mark  the  100th  anniversary,  Mary  will  also  share  a  taste  of  America’s  summer
camping tradition and stories of bear kegs, BK’s, peak treats, and Trigger Bill.
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Wednesday 25 August Social

Four friends’ extraordinary three-month traverse of the Southern Alps: 

In a tent, on a mountain, in a lightning storm: A months-long trek across the Southern
Alps would put any friendship under stress. So, why did a group of mates put themselves
through it? 

A few years ago Maddy Whittaker was walking the 3000km Te Araroa trail. Walking the
entire trail takes months and is a significant undertaking. But for Maddy it wasn’t enough.
“All that time I was looking at the distant white mountains and thinking ‘wouldn’t it be
amazing to do this but up there’.” 

In November 2020, after a year of meticulous planning and preparation she, along with
Conor Vaessen, Tom Hadley, Tōrea Scott-Fyfe and Jamie Gardner, began their months-
long trek across the Southern Alps, starting at Arthurs Pass and finishing in Fiordland.
Sadly, Maddy could not complete the traverse but her four friends did. 

I  shoulder-tapped  one  of  them,  Conor  Vaessen,  who  has  undertaken  to  travel  to
Christchurch along with some or all of the other expedition members to tell us all about it.
Come to this presentation and learn how these four travelled 651km of backcountry and
mountain and climbed 50km of vertical (the equivalent of climbing Mt Everest from sea
level six times), and survived. 

You  can  read  about  some  of  it  here,  to  whet  your  appetite:
https://www.stuff.co.nz/travel/destinations/nz/300249611/in-a-tent-on-a-mountain-
in-a-lightning-storm-four-friends-extraordinary-threemonth-traverse-of-the-
southern-alps 

Sunday 29 August 
Departure point: Z Papanui

Leader: Chris McGimpsey 027 657 3070
tortistours@gmail.com

TORTIS Tours #41: 

A beginners guide to getting lost and what  to do about  it,  plus
some general navigation & bush-craft skills. 

This is a day of practical training to help prepare you for the day
when your planned day walk becomes a potential overnight sleep
over.  Bring your normal day pack & gear,  a good lunch and a
sense of humor. Some older pre-torn clothes may be useful as the
trip  does  involve  some  bush  bashing.  Bring  your  GPS  and/or
compass if you have one, but it is not essential because they will
be provided for the navigation part of the exercise. We will stop at
the Rangiora Coffee Culture for tea,  a Q&A session and a trip
debrief on the way home, because the trip lasts till until 5 - 6pm
depending on your navigation skills. This is the only club training
course  which  is  open  to  non-members  and  it  is  designed  for
trampers looking to step up from easy to moderate trips. 

NB the trip is normally limited to 4 x people at a time. 

Grade: Moderate at
easy pace

Closes: 28 Aug 
2021

Map:  

Approx: $20
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Long Weekend 3-7 September 
Departure point: Christchurch Airport

Leader: Bill Johnson 027 422 2274
bill@billjohnson.nz

Winter  Ascent  of  Mt  Taranaki:  This  is  a  winter  ascent  of  Mt
Taranaki. We’ll fly from Christchurch to Wellington on Fri Sept 3
then hire a car or van to Mt Taranaki, Dawson Falls Carpark. Mt
Taranaki in winter is often hard ice so you will need proper boots
and crampons capable of front pointing with 2 tools, harness and
helmet required. Ropes, harnesses, snow stakes, ice screws may
be  involved.  Depending  on  the  weather  we’ll  either  climb  to
Kapuni Lodge or Syme Hut for a summit attempt the following day.
This is basically a day trip,  but the extra days are to allow for
weather.  From  the  carpark  to  Kapuni  Lodge  is  about  600m
elevation gain, Kapuni to Syme is about 550m gain and Syme to
the  summit  is  another  550m.  The  flights  on  Jetstar  are  still
reasonably cheap - $140 round trip with a 20kg bag and 7kg carry
on.

Grade: Hard

Closes: 1 Sept 2021

Map: "BJ29 
Mount 
Taranaki or 
Mount 
Egmont" 

Approx: Flights, 
$25/night 
Kapuni 
Lodge, 
5/night 
Syme Hut 
Hut

Weekend 4-5 September 
Departure point: Z (formerly Caltex) Russley

Leader: Mary Ogburn 027 584 3872
ogburn.mary@gmail.com

Snow Skills Course: Pitching, Ridge Travel, & Snow Anchors
(run by OENZ) : This intermediate snow skills course is taught by
Outdoor Education New Zealand for members of the CTC to learn
about snow anchors and how to use the rope when pitching up
steep  sections  of  snow  and  mixed  ground  as  well  as  along
exposed ridges. You will meet at the CTC hut for Friday night, and
then beginning on Saturday morning the course will be delivered
at  Temple  Basin,  Arthurs  Pass,  including  an  overnight  stay  at
Temple Basin on Saturday night and some provided meals. This is
the only CTC snow skills course this winter overnighting at Temple
Basin, which provides maximum time in the alpine environment!
Full  details  for  the  weekend  course  are  available  at
https://www.oenz.co.nz/courses/ctc-alpine-course-custom-
course-2-3-2/. 

Grade: Moderate

Closes: 20 Aug 
2021

Map:  

Approx: $649 + 1-
night CTC 
hut fee

Wednesday 8 September Social

FMC Photo Competition: 

This is  your chance to cast  you vote on photos submitted by CTC members for  the
annual FMC photo competition. We have lots of keen photographers, producing some
outstanding photos. This is reflected in a number of winning entries in previous years,
which are published in the FMC magazine. 

Come along to see the entries and cast your vote for which ones we should submit to the
FMC.
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Weekend 11-12 September 
Departure point: Z (formerly Caltex) Russley

Leader: Mary Ogburn 027 584 3872
ogburn.mary@gmail.com

Snow Skills Course: Avalanche Awareness (run by OENZ) -
RESCHEDULED: 

This  is  a  2-day  introductory  avalanche  awareness  course  that
focuses  on  identifying  avalanche  terrain,  understanding  what
causes avalanches,  interpreting  the  NZ Backcountry  Avalanche
Advisories, and using avalanche skills and equipment to travel in
the  mountains  safely.  You  will  learn  to  use  an  avalanche
transceiver, probing techniques, snow shoveling technique, small
party rescue scenarios, and safe travel techniques. 

This is a practical field-based course with some theory to increase
your understanding and is STRONGLY recommended for all CTC
members undertaking winter tramping. 

This  course  is  taught  by  an  Outdoor  Education  New  Zealand
guide and is approved by (MSC) Mountain Safety Council. You will
gain an MSC certificate in Avalanche Awareness upon completion
of this course.

Grade:Easy/
Moderate

Closes: 6 Sept 2021

Map:  

Approx: $449 + hut 
fee

Sunday 26 September 
Departure point: Z Papanui

Leader: Chris McGimpsey 027 657 3070
tortistours@gmail.com

TORTIS Tours #42: 

A beginners guide to getting lost and what  to do about  it,  plus
some general navigation & bush-craft skills. 

This is a day of practical training to help prepare you for the day
when your planned day walk becomes a potential overnight sleep
over.  Bring your normal day pack & gear,  a good lunch and a
sense of humor. Some older pre-torn clothes may be useful as the
trip  does  involve  some  bush  bashing.  Bring  your  GPS  and/or
compass if you have one, but it is not essential because they will
be provided for the navigation part of the exercise. We will stop at
the Rangiora Coffee Culture for tea,  a Q&A session and a trip
debrief on the way home, because the trip lasts till until 5 - 6pm
depending on your navigation skills. This is the only club training
course  which  is  open  to  non-members  and  it  is  designed  for
trampers looking to step up from easy to moderate trips. 

NB the trip is normally limited to 4 x people at a time. 

Grade: Moderate at
easy pace

Closes: 25 Sept 
2021

Map:  

Approx: $20
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Long Weekend 1-3 October 
Departure point: Z (formerly Caltex) Russley

Leader: Tomyu Hu 0226 589 688
tomyuhu@gmail.com

Hooker Hut:  Historic Hooker Hut was restored earlier this year
and will be open for bookings from 1 July. 

An  article  about  the  hut  is  available  at:
https://www.stuff.co.nz/timaru-herald/news/300289242/hardy-
historic-and-haunted-hooker-hut-comes-home 

There  are  8  bunks  in  the  hut.  DOC  have  received  numerous
enquiries to stay in the hut. DOC are expecting a lot of interest to
stay in Hooker Hut and bookings will be essential. Hut fees are
$15/ night via the DOC online booking system. Annual passes and
regular tickets will  not be accepted by DOC. I am wondering if
there are 7 other people who may be interested in spending 2
nights at Hooker Hut doing a day trip or relaxing at the hut for a
Saturday and a Sunday morning? Because bookings are essential
to ensure we all get a bed on the same days I would need to book
the whole hut myself. Once there are a total of 8 people signed up
for the trip I will look at making and paying the hut booking for a
suitable weekend. Which means anyone who signs up will need to
pay me back $30 before the trip departs to show commitment to
the trip. * Please Note if you pull out of the trip and no one takes
your spot you will forfeit the hut fees I have already paid on your
behalf. The exact date of the trip will depend on when I am able to
get a booking for the hut, but I am thinking from first weekend of
October onwards (once daylight saving has begun). You will need
some flexibility on which weekend but once bookings open and I
secure a spot you should have 2 to 3 months notice. 

Grade: Easy

Closes: 19 Sept 
2021

Map:  BX15 Fox 
Glacier

Approx: $120

Sunday 31 October 
Departure point: Z Papanui

Leader: Chris McGimpsey 027 657 3070
tortistours@gmail.com

TORTIS Tours #43: 

A beginners guide to getting lost and what  to do about  it,  plus
some  general  navigation  &  bush-craft  skills.  This  is  a  day  of
practical  training  to  help  prepare  you  for  the  day  when  your
planned day walk becomes a potential overnight sleep over. Bring
your normal day pack & gear, a good lunch and a sense of humor.
Some older pre-torn clothes may be useful as the trip does involve
some bush bashing. Bring your GPS and/or compass if you have
one, but it is not essential because they will be provided for the
navigation  part  of  the  exercise.  We  will  stop  at  the  Rangiora
Coffee Culture for tea, a Q&A session and a trip debrief on the
way home, because the trip lasts till until 5 - 6pm depending on
your navigation skills. This is the only club training course which is
open to non-members and it is designed for trampers looking to
step up from easy to moderate trips. 

NB the trip is normally limited to 4 x people at a time. 

Grade: Moderate at
easy pace

Closes: 30 Sept 
2021

Map:  

Approx: $20
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Trip Reports

5 June 2021

Mt Thomas

Queens birthday loomed, and the weather forecast was not looking terribly good; some
long weekend trips were cancelled and there was only one day trip planned. Saturday
looked like it would be OK though, and I felt like going up a hill so I put together a trip to Mt
Richardson. Ten people wanted to join be and it was all looking good until Friday evening
when I got wind of some track closures. The Glentui nature walk was closed because two
bridges were washed out, which did not bode well for the rest of the track that had not yet
been inspected. It would be a bit annoying to be several hours into the walk and encounter
an  impassable  obstacle  that  made  us  retrace  our  steps.  I  took  a  closer  look  at  the
information  on  Saturday  morning  and  decided  that  the  plan  was  off.  Fortunately  Mt
Thomas is just  a bit  further east,  and the only track closures there didn’t  matter,  so I
dashed off a quick email to the team advising them of the change in plan. Plan B was
about the same time, distance, and elevation gain as Plan A, so no real problem. 

There wasn’t much evidence of the bad weather as we set off up the long slog through the
pine forest. We made it to the top for morning tea, although the top was rather cold and
windy so  we sheltered in  the  lee  for  a  while  before  continuing  along the  ridge track.
Enthusiasm for continuing along the track to the Bobs Camp Route dwindled with the
decreasing temperature and increasing wind while enthusiasm for getting off the mountain
and  into  a  café  increased.  A new  lunch  place  was  needed,  and  after  a  short  while
descending the Ridge Track we found a suitable clearing in the forest that wasn’t terribly
wet. 

Energy  restored,  we  carried  on  down  to  the  car  park  and  quickly  made  our  way  to
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Rangiora for coffee and snacks. It had been a short walk, but at least we were out in the
fresh air for a while. 

Trip statistics  Distance Walked: 12.2 km Min Elevation: 306 m Max Elevation: 1042 m
Elevation gain: 1000 m Elevation loss: 1002 m Average speed: 2.3 km/h Average moving
speed: 3.45 km/h Total moving time: 3h 32m Total stopped time: 1h 45m 

Participants: Helen Ryan, Carmela Terrobias, Jeff Kerkhofs, TJ Chan, Will Wilson, Rach
Brown, Geoff Sugden, Andrea Koefoet, Kaveh Mazloomi, Lorraine Poole, John Kerkhofs
(Leader, scribe & photographer) 

18-20 June 2021

Waikiti Hut (loosely based on “Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs” by the Brothers Grimm, published 1812)

Participants  -  Liz  Wightwick  (Snow  White),  Ian  Wightwick  (Sleepy),  Markus  Milne
(Grumpy), Stefan Fairweather (Doc), Alan Ross (Happy), Guy McKinnon (Sneezy), Peter
Umbers (Bashful), John West (Dopey). 

Liz and her seven dwarfs set out for the remote hinterlands of Waikiti Hut with a Friday
evening departure and night in the club lodge in Arthur’s Pass. We were all up bright eyed
and bushy tailed at 4am on Saturday morning, trackside at the recently cut Crane Creek
route by 7am (after a car shuttle to the Waikiti River trailhead). Many theories have been
espoused to the nature of such an early start. The generally accepted story is that with
uncertainty about the roughness of the intended route, restricted daylight hours and a river
crossing right at the end of the day, we wanted time up our sleeves to get to Waikiti Hut
before  sunset.  Another  popular  (yet  unsubstantiated)  theory  is  that  rumor  had spread
among the nearby Gloriavale Christian Community that seven strong, patriarchal, gene-
strong males were in the vicinity and may wish to join the commune. In order to avoid such
a scene/abduction, we slipped by the GCC under the cover of darkness. 

I think we were all pleasantly surprised at just how good the route was. The first hour in the
dark was in and out of Crane Creek before settling on the true right. Headlamps were
packed away and many an appreciative sentiment was expressed to Andrew Buglass and
all the volunteers from Permolat and Remote Huts as we followed a well cut and easy to
follow track that slowly made it’s way above the gorge below. 

At around the 600m mark the track (and river) took a hard left  turn and then from the
660m, it was a short, steep pinch up to the Rochfort Basin. Warm(er) and waterproof gear
came out as sleet and light snow settled in, and we stopped for lunch on the northern side
of the basin. The swamp was a spectacular natural sight, ringed by mountains, the ones to
the immediate north covered in snow. By now the track had become non-existent, and we
were fortunate not to lose some of the shorter members of our party in deep waterholes. 
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Looking back over Rochfort Basin as we climbed to the saddle from the eastern end

At the eastern end of the basin, we picked up the obvious (and warratahed) route that
climbed up to a low saddle, then a tarn midway between pts 1049 and 1222. While still
lightly sleeting, the clouds were high enough for us to appreciate the dramatic grandeur of
the moody looking ranges to the south and west. From our high point, the permolat route
plunged us down the ridge to Logjam Creek. With recent rains, we feared what might await
us in the creek, but again travel was quite straight forward, often crossing to whichever
bank offered the easier travel though open-ish bush or terraces. 
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Waikiti River bed with flood damage

By 3pm we were on the true left bank of the easily crossable Waikiti River, the hut a mere
stone’s throw away. Large trees scattered about the river bed spoke to the ferociousness
of previous heavy rain. As we settled into the cozy 6 bed hut (2 of us camped) we again all
spoke of how grateful we were for the permolat track clearing efforts of recent. The track
could have been much worse, and any heavy rain would have made things very tricky, if
not impossible. With a couple of hours of daylight to spare, someone (we’re not sure who)
even said the 4am start had been a good idea! 

The  next  day  dawned  crystal  clear  and  by  8am we  were  setting  off  down  the  more
maintained trail to the Waikiti trailhead and where we’d left Alan’s vehicle. While the track
was easier to follow, it  had some significant climbs and drops (we wisely opted not to
follow  the  river  as  had  been  suggested),  and  at  times  required  some  delicate  foot
placement (like a ballerina) across scars where slips had wiped out parts of the trail. At
one site (north of the swing bridge) an aluminium ladder had been placed to negotiate
what  otherwise would have been a very challenging slip.  Possibly the highlight of  this
section though was Ian’s well rehearsed soliloquy of love and devotion (it lay somewhere
between a sonnet and a haiku with a twist of an old Irish ballard). Good coaching by Alan -
put your Valentine’s requests in early. 

It took us a little over 5 hours to walk out to bright sunshine and the perfume of dairy cow
effluent. A brilliant trip - many thanks to Liz for organising, and her dwarfs for the good
company and banter. 
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26 June 2021

Benmore Loop

The Ben More loop is one of my favourite walks, so when Warwick put it up as a club trip I
was keen to go. The requirement for helmet, crampons, and ice axe meant that Helen
couldn’t join me, but she was happy for me to abandon her for a day. It turned out that the
equipment wasn’t  needed, but there was a distinct  possibility  it  might have been, and
turning back because of icy conditions would have been rather inconvenient. Then there
was the possibility that road might be impassable after the recent floods, so Warwick had a
backup plan to go to Red Hill instead, just on the other side of Lake Lyndon. 

The weather was a bit all over the place on the days leading up to the trip but it settled a
bit, although it look a bit touch and go on the day. There was morning rain in Christchurch,
and although it was not raining when we left, that soon changed. Drizzle became rain,
enthusiasm started to wane with the rain and when I suggested that we just go straight to
the Sheffield Pub and I would fake a trip report using some photos from a previous trip I
didn’t notice any strong objections. We persevered though, and though the road was a bit
scoured out from the floods the cars negotiated it without difficulty – says the guy who was
in the passenger seat.

It was still raining lightly as we left the car park, but after we crossed the Acheron River the
rain stopped and the raincoats were packed away for the rest of the day. It was at this
point that I notice that Freda was missing – she’s the stuffed toy kārearea that for the last
11 months has accompanied me on many trips as my mascot.  She was in her usual
position in my pocket when we left,  and then was gone. She’s always managed to go
deeper into my pocket and there has never been an occasion when I’ve had to push her
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back in, on the contrary, I have to keep pulling her up so she can see where we’re going.
It’s a complete mystery how she disappeared, and finding a tussock-coloured bird in the
tussock wasn’t going to be happening, so RIP Freda. 

We pressed on with the big slog up the northern side of the loop, pausing every now and
again to catch our breath. There was a little snow on the way up and the clouds cleared
quite a bit but still enough remained to fill the valleys and provide some spectacular views.
I don’t think we saw the Canterbury Plains all day. There was a little snow and no ice, and
the wind was light at first but started to pick up as the day progressed. By the time we
reach Point 1660 for lunch it was definitely a case of seeking shelter while we ate. 

Kaka Hill and Peak Hill

After lunch we dropped into the saddle and up again onto the southern leg of the loop.
This side is quite different to the north, with a lot of vegetable sheep and a bit more snow.
The wind continued as we walked, relatively warm at times but strong enough that the
wind chill made me wear gloves most of the day. I was down to two layers under my soft-
shell jacket so it wasn’t all that cold. The south ridge seems to be an endless series of
mounds that have to be ascended and descended, and it feels like there is no end to it.
Finally, though, the last descent becomes obvious when you can see the flat land at the
bottom, and then it’s steep downhill all the way. Through the matagouri, but you surely
agree with me that downhill matagouri is better than uphill matagouri. The best matagouri
of all is no matagouri, but I found the next-best thing – usually on this walk I end up in
dense matagouri and getting scratched to blazes, but this time I followed Abhi down, and
apart from one little mishap we had a clear run all the way down. I’ll be sticking close to
him on the next matagouri bash, and if he can repeat that feat I’ll be nominating him as my
matagouri pathfinder. 

Downhill all the way of course isn’t and we still had to drop into and climb out of both the
Benmore  Stream and  the  Acheron River,  but  those  climbs are  minor.  At  the  cars  we
shuffled gear between the vehicles, having decided earlier that some of us wanted a meal
at the Sheffield Pub and others wanted to get home. We were soon in the pub, the trip
finances had been dealt to, and the early team had headed back to Christchurch. As the
second car left Sheffield later on Warwick spotted something in the middle of the road, but
too late to avoid running over it. We thought it looked like a tramping pole, an odd thing to
be lying around on a dark road, but we decided that it was now a munted tramping pole.
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Not a minute later Warwick’s phone rang - it was Lorraine, looking for her tramping pole
that had ended up in the wrong car. “Well, I don’t think we have it, but we ran over one on
the road a minute ago – we’ll go back and find it”. So back we went, found the pole, and it
was in remarkably good shape; only the tip of a locking clip was missing and it didn’t seem
to be bent. So how did it end up there? I don’t recall swapping gear at the pub, so the best
guess is that it was on the roof of Tom’s car when we left the car park, all the way out the
rugged Lyndon road, over Porters Pass and into Sheffield, finally abandoning ship just as
they  were  leaving  Sheffield,  some  36  kilometres  later.  That’s  some  pretty  impressive
driving! 

Trip statistics  Distance Walked: 17.1 km Min Elevation: 779 m Max Elevation: 1662 m
Elevation gain: 1339 m Elevation loss: 1332 m Average speed: 2.1 km/h Average moving
speed: 3.23 km/h Total moving time: 5h 18m Total stopped time: 2h 50m 

Participants:  Warwick Dowling (Leader),  Kaveh Mazloomi,  Lorraine Poole,  Tomyu Hu,
Bryce Williamson,  Geoffrey Cornelis,  Alla  Joutovsky,  Abhishek Nainwal,  John Kerkhofs
(Leader, scribe & photographer) 

27 June 2021

Port Hills Walking Marathon: Lyttelton to Lyttelton

Last year I co-organised the Godley to Gebbies walk in the Port Hills which was 36 km
long. This year I thought I might push it a bit further, so I came up with the idea of meeting
at Lyttelton, taking a ferry across to Diamond Harbour and walking back to Lyttelton over
Mt Herbert, Packhorse Hut and Gebbies Pass. 

My map said that this would end up being somewhere around 42 km. It sounded great to
me,  however  I  have to  admit  that  when I  wrote the  trip  description  with  the  headline
“Lyttelton to Lyttelton”, it looked so dull and pointless that I started to doubt if anyone would
be  interested  in  spending  their  Sunday  walking  from point  A back  to  point  A.  To  my
surprise, 31 people signed up for the trip, and they all arrived on time at Lyttelton Wharf on
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Sunday morning. 

While  queuing  at  the  wharf,  nobody  talked  much,  which  was  appropriate  behaviour
considering the darkness and the harbour mist sitting on the water. Or maybe they were all
contemplating the pain and suffering that they were about to put themselves through. 

CTC crew waiting to board ferry

After we crossed to Diamond Harbour, we all started to walk up the road. It quickly became
clear that if I was to let the fast people go ahead then, I’d never see them again. So I
managed to stop them for a minute to update them on some non-important details and off
they went. 

Now, I can’t say much about what was happening for the group as a whole because I
basically walked the whole time with Brenda and Sasha and didn’t see much of anyone
else, though I assume they were walking too and not hitching sneaky lifts. Some folk were
not keen on adjusting their pace to anybody else so there were many people who walked
the whole thing by themselves. Others walked in small groups. Our small group was lucky
enough to meet Kate Taylor at Coopers Knob where she’d walked from the Sign of Kiwi.
Kate joined us and we all walked back to Sign of Kiwi together. When we got to the cafe,
they were closing but we managed to squeeze a few more last orders out of them to get
some much needed cake, ice cream and tea. 

From the Sign of Kiwi it was getting darker and darker, however Andy, Sasha’s partner,
joined us for the last leg and provided a good distraction from the fact that our legs were
starting to protest against this nonsense. The sunset colours were gorgeous and it soon
became completely dark. I always find it very liberating when I hike, the sun goes down,
the darkness swallows my surroundings but I keep walking regardless. 

Going down the Bridle Path was a solid knee crusher as it’s a steep path and our knees
had had enough by this point. In Lyttelton we went straight to the pub where we met Peter
and Stephen, everybody else already left. Behind us there was only one more group of 4
people. We finished in 10 hours. 

We were very lucky with the weather - it was fantastic all day, allowing me to walk in a T-
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shirt. I’m writing this report the day after and it’s hailing outside. 

Rough stats: 31 participants including 3 prospective members, Markus who walked in the
opposite direction, Kate who walked from Sign of Kiwi to Coopers Knob and back. The
fastest person did it in 7.5h, the last group took 11h from start to finish which is still a
phenomenal time. ~6 people didn’t finish for various reasons. Total distance was around
42 km, total ascent was around 2000m. For many, this was the longest walk they’d ever
done. 

Participants:  Michal  Klajban  (leader,  scribe),  Chris  McHarg,  Norilie  Lopez,  Swaroop
Gowda,  Miles  Franklin,  Mark  Nicholls,  Bill  Johnson,  Carmela  Terrobias,  Brenda
O’Donoghue,  Monika  Bratownik,  Caroline  Garcon,  Joanna  Dangerfield,  David  Sutton,
Emma  Rogers,  Markus  Milne,  Peter  Marinelli,  Kate  Taylor,  Penny  Coffey,  Liam
Dangerfield,  Carmen  Jacobs,  Shane  Jacobs,  John  West,  Saskia  Wohlgemuth,  Kelly
Purdie, Julie Spruyt, Jeff Hall, Sasha Vohlidkova, Stephen Lukey, Jonathan Carr 

Thanks everyone for coming. Well done all! 

4 July 2021

Mt Norma circuit in Lewis Pass

After my last trip to Lewis Pass on which we got rained on, I decided that the next time
when we’ll be spending 5h of our Sunday in a car, it’ll be on a sunny day. And this was the
day!  17 brave CTC souls including 2 adventurous prospective members took off  from
Palmer Lodge car park at about 9.30 AM. Once we crossed Boyle River, we followed an
old DOC track that runs on the right hand side right after the swing bridge. The track was
well maintained and nicely open as it now serves as a trapping line. It’s well marked all the
way to the bush line. 

Once  on  the  bush  edge,  Emma took  an  opportunity  to  build  a  snowman for  which  I
provided a half eaten carrot that found use as a snowman’s nose (though I claimed it back
after a while!). Above the bushline we followed the ridge for about an hour when Chris,
Lorraine, and Murray decided not to continue. The rest of us were determined to reach the
top so we continued along with a few lightly scrambly parts all the way to the top of Mt
Norma which we reached around 1.30 PM. These steep bits perhaps can be traversed
around in different conditions but this time the side slopes of the steep bits were covered in
deep snow. 

After lunch, we decided to follow the plan which included taking the southwestern ridge
and bushbash down towards the confluence of Nina River and Lucretia Stream. This ridge
was actually nicer and a bit easier than the southeastern ridge that we took on the way up.
Powdery snow made the ridge travel very enjoyable and fun – at some parts, it was waist-
deep! The bushbashing part was alright, the bush was relatively open and we followed
some vague deer tracks. 

Staying on the ridge proved to be a challenge as the ridge was very wide and it wasn’t
clear where it actually is. Somewhere on the way through the bush, Penny lost her hat.
She took her backpack off and started to search for the hat that she didn’t find but she
managed to lose her pack now. It took 3 volunteers (Paul, Louise, Stefan) and 10 minutes
to find her precious pack. I  thought that this episode was worthy of a Loo Loo Award
nomination next year! 
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Murray leading the pack on a beautiful day

Once on the track, I let the group loose as I believed that there is no way I could lose
anyone if I stick to the back and all members stick to the track. If something happens, I’ll
be there soon, right? Oh, how I was mistaken! I must have had a moment of delirium and
forgot for a second that I’m with the CTC whose members love getting lost in the bush no
matter the orange triangles. First, after following Nina Valley Track for about half-hour, I
heard a whistle from my left-hand side. I jumped to the bush and found a CTC member
who went to get some water and lost the way back to the track or something. Okay, sure.
Then, as it was getting dark and we put headlamps on, I  was on the track and I saw
another light 30 m on my left side in the bush! It turned out to be another CTC member
taking a wee detour. Okay, these things happen. It was pitch dark at this point. And then
my small last group sped up, reached a loose group ahead of us, and passed about five
people. Ten minutes later, those that we passed were now passing us one after another
and I realized that I had no idea if there was anyone behind me or if I’m the last person. I
stopped for a minute and used my whistle – no answer. Okay, everybody’s ahead. I think.
Or the last person doesn’t have a torch and is slowly turning into an icicle. Oh well – we’ll
see at the carpark. As Emma said earlier, if 90 % of members make it back that is still a
reasonably sounding number. 

We reached the carpark just before 7 PM so about 9½ h after we set off. It was freezing so
we quickly jumped into the cars and off we went. Half of the group finished in a pub in
Culverden  where  we  feasted  on  fries  and  beer,  the  other  half  went  straight  back  to
Christchurch. 
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Walking out in the dark after a long day

We had an exceptionally  capable and caring group and it  was great  to see everyone
working  as  a  team.  Thanks  to  all  who  contributed to  the  wellbeing  of  the  group  and
supporting others (namely eg. Simon, Paul, Stefan or Jack). 

Rough stats:17 km, 1300m up, 9.5h 

Participants:Michal Klajban (leader, GPX, scribe), Paul Yeoman, Jack O’Connor, Emma
Rogers, Louise Petrie, Stefan Fairweather, Xiaoqiu Jiang, Simon Barr, Chris McGimpsey,
Brenda Rainsbury, Nat Flynn, Penny Coffey, Geoffroy Magalhaes, Lorraine Poole, Lynette
Hartley, Murray Gifford, Abhishek Nainwal 

Michal’s blogpost with more photos:https://hikingisgood.com/mt-norma-circuit-in-lewis-
pass/ 

Jiang’s video:https://youtu.be/KzJdEkborBo 

18 July 2021

Woolshed Hill and Ridge

CTC  day  trip,  12.9  km  and  1170  m  total  ascent  over  5  hours  50  minutes.  Seven
participants: Alan Ross (leader), Jiang Xiaoqiu, John West, Marc Bietola, Daniel Gillies,
Ivan Forrest and Bryce Williamson. 

The general weather prognosis for the South Island wasn’t good for this weekend, but a
closer examination suggested that it  would be quite pleasant around Woolshed Hill  on
Sunday – light showers, clearing by mid-morning, then partly sunny, cool but not cold, light
winds with a southerly change late in the afternoon. But fifteen signees pulled out before
departure – surely a record.  Then three more didn’t  turn up at the Russley Z station,
meaning we departed with just seven participants, somewhat late after waiting for a while
for the no-shows. 

We left Hawdon Shelter at about 10:15 am in partly sunny conditions with a just few spots
of rain. The trickle that usually appears from the bottom of the Woolshed Hill Track was a
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relative torrent due to the recent rains, but the air  was not at  all  cold.  After  about 10
minutes the showers had ceased and we had mostly delayered to a single upper item – in
John’s case a thin tee-shirt. Alan (as is often his wont) lost even that layer before the bush
line. 

In just a smidgeon over an hour we had climbed 500 metres to the bush line, where the
slight wind-chill  caused most of us to add a layer. To the north and west, the weather
looked grim. But to the east it looked benign and we were in gentle sunshine. 

After a ten-minute break we headed up the ridge, now much less steep. The ground was
sodden from the heavy rains and the set of small tarns near 1200 metres were the deepest
I have seen them, this being the seventh time I have climbed this route. 

We were at Woolshed Hill summit (1429 m) by 12:15 pm having climbed ~860 metres over
4.4 km in almost exactly two hours. The wind was light and it was even warm in the sun.
Alan had made a break for it when no-one was paying attention, so got to the summit first,
even though Ivan and John tried to run him down over the last 100-or-so metres of ascent.

We ate lunch over about 30 minutes and then headed off north along the ridge beyond
Woolshed Hill, in the direction of the Savannah Range, over which the weather still looked
pretty ominous, as it did all day. 

We stayed  higher  on  the  ridge,  above the  attractive  tarns  about  a  kilometre  north  of
Woolshed Hill, and reached our highpoint, Pt 1445 m, at 1:17 pm, where we had a ten-
minute  break.  Near  that  point  were  some  small  ponds  containing  submerged  ice.
Presumably, the pond-water had frozen before the rain, binding to the tussock and thereby
able to resist the effects of buoyancy as the ponds filled up further with the rain. 

Following our afternoon break, we walked on for another 400 metres to a point where we
could see the saddle between our ridge and the Savannah Range and also the sinkhole
tarn below that saddle.  

We disregarded the option of a bush-bash directly down to the Hawdon River since that
waterway was very evidently swollen by the rain, and headed back the way we had come
at 1:45 pm. 

By 2:25 pm, we were back at  Woolshed Hill,  where we paused for five minutes.  The
temperature had dropped – a sign of a southerly change perhaps. It still wasn’t particularly
cold, but the clouds had descended to the extent that they obscured our view and we had
to consciously consider the direction needed to find the top of the descent route. 

On the way down we stopped briefly, at Alan’s request, to clear beech branches from a
section of track. Just after 3 pm we had descended below the cloud (~1100 metres) and
very soon after that, we were back in the bush proper. 

Alan had predicted that we would be back at the cars just before 4 pm – and how right he
was; 3.59 pm to be exact.  The temperature had dropped further and it  had started to
drizzle, but that didn’t deter the sand flies that were particularly numerous and annoyingly
voracious. 

From the Hawdon Shelter, we drove back to Sheffield Pub for chips and beverages, and to
sort car costs. On the drive back to Christchurch along the Old West Coast Road, over a
stretch of  about  five kilometres,  we saw anextraordinarily  large number of  police cars
(about eight would be my guess), about half of which had flashing lights (but no sirens
sounding). I don’t know what it was all about but the police seemed to be taking it very
seriously. 

This was a great day and the weather forecast was pretty much spot on – so all of you
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who dropped out should feel envious. Thanks to Alan for persisting with the arrangements;
to the drivers, Alan and Daniel; and for the company of the other participants, who were
mostly younger than my children!  

For  Jiang’s  excellent  video,  cut  and  paste  the  following  into  a  web
browesr:https://youtu.be/3MVU-D_SJ_4 

 

 

 

More about the CTC
CTC Overdue Trips: Members/family/partners or a nominated person concerned about a
trip being overdue should firstly discuss this with a Club Officer when they feel that the trip
is delayed.  Club Officers know where to obtain copies of the Trip Lists  containing the
names and addresses of the party members with their vehicle registration details etc. This
will greatly assist Police Search and Rescue. The Club Officer can then contact the Police
directly. Concerned people should keep trying different numbers until they actually contact
a Club Officer (do not leave messages).

We  recommend  you  start  with  the  Club  Captain,  then  the  Gear  Custodian,  then  the
Presidents, then the Trip Organisers, then people listed under Our Club Hut – if no contact
can  be  made  then  the  Police.  Refer  to  the  list  of  Club  Officers  below,  and  on
www.ctc.org.nz.  Members  (particularly  Trip  Leaders)  please discuss this  arrangement
with your loved ones so they are aware of this procedure. 

Club Officers

President: John West 021 230 2536

Vice President: Chris McGimpsey 027 657 3070

Secretary: Monika Bratownik 021399750

Treasurer: Symon Holmes 021 257 2720

Club Captain: Bryce Williamson 021-0232-2310

New Members 
Rep:

Emma Rogers 022 491 6625

Day Trip 
Organiser:

Michael Hammond 02108414764

Overnight Trip 
Organiser:

Michael Hammond 02108414764

Social 
Convenor:

Kate Taylor 0273265497

Gear Custodian:
Barney 
Stephenson

027 358 3281

Editor: Peter Hinchey 0225948023

Hut Convenor: Donald Carnielo 338-9865

IT Convenor: Nick Edwards 0273656751

Access Officer: Ian Dunn 0212141907

Please have stuff for the next newsletter to the editor
(editor@ctc.org.nz) by 26 August 2021 – Thanks.
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